
lf you want to restructure a company in Germany, stay out of eourt. Don't bother with ESUG, the
debtor-in-possession self-administration tool intrcduced five years ago. lnstead, stick with üermany's
version of the lndependent Business Review (lBR), a set of guidelines titled IDW 56, which provide
b5nks with a complete and detailed plan for turning around a distressed corporate.

hese are some of the conclusions
from the latest annual survey of over
1 00 bank restructuring departments

and PE funds, prepared by a Berlin-based
restructuring firm ClC.

The CIC partners who prepared the survey,

Michael Schmitt and Volker Beissenhirtz,
admit their conclusions might surprise some
people who had assumed that ESUG, dubbed
by some as 'Germanyb Chapter 1 1', had had a

big impact on the country's restructuring
market.

While ESUG may have improved the
efficiency of the insolvency market, when it
comes to turning around a distressed business,
it is still best to stay out of court, conclude
Schmitt and Beissenhirtz.

[§o need for a German Schen'r:e

The eff iciency of the IDW 56 also means
Germany has no need for a pre-insolvency
mechanism like the UK's Scheme of
Arrangement, the CIC survey concludes.

There has been a long debate in Germany
between traditional insolvency practitioners,
who also see no need for a Scheme-like
mechanism, and more restructuring-led
advisers, who would like to see one. The
European Commission's proposals for each
member state to introduce its own pre-
insolvency procedures is also gathering pace.

However, there is no need in Germany,
according to the CIC survey.

The survey concluded: "The ESUG, which
has been established for five years now, has

not fundamentally changed anything in the
restructuring market.

"Furthermore ESUG has not ... changed
the way... crisis situations are handled.
Maybe this is the reason why the participants
do not see a need for a'pre-insolvency'
(in-court) restructuri ng procedure. "

CIC's Schmitt added: "We believe the key
to restructuring companies is based on using
IDW 56, communicating well with all stake-
holders and using CROs where appropriate"
This suruey of banks confirms this view."
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A long-existing set of guidelines produced by
Germany's institute of public auditors, titled
'lnstitut der Wirtschaftsprüfer Standard 6' or
IDW 56 for short, provides a detailed road-
map which management, advisers and
stakeholders can follow when turning around
a company.

tl
For a detailed explanation of IDW 56 go to:

i httpstlwww.idw.de/the-idwrtdw- 
i

i pronornr".ents/idw-standards 
il*-*------ **------*-j
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Whatever is happening in the rest of the
world, the German economy is booming.
Respondents see no threat of an immediate
interest rate rise, no bursting of the financial
bubble in 2018 and the bond market is seen

as stable.
Domestic banks and funds have gained

increased relevance in restructuring cases.

That said, the one sector that respondents
did expect would provide more restructuring
activity this year is retail.
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increasing number of restructuring cases for
the coming 12 months.

CIC Consultingpartner GmbH conducted
a nation wide online-survey about the
development of the German restructuring
market between November 24th and
December ath 2017.

RePeat
cases

The restructuring of Dubai Drydocks,
dry dock in the Middle East, has just
100 per cent control to DP World.

the operator of the largest
completed, handing

nder the deal agreed in principle last
September DP World took control in
return for a capital injection of

U5$225 million.
The cash will be used to pay out the around

U5$1.4 billion outstanding of junior debt at
around 23 cents in the dollar.

The remaining US$640 million outstanding
of senior debt will be reinstated into a new
facility that will have a three-year tranche
paying 200bp over Libor and a five-year
tranche paying 250bp over Libor.

Around 75 per cent of creditors have a

stake in the junior and senior debt that was
originally taken in October 2000 to fund
Drydocks' expansion in Singapore. At that
time it comprised a US$1.7 billion three-year
loan and a US$500 million five-year loan.

Discussions around this latest restructuring
began in March 2015. This followed an
earlier restructuring of the same debt in
2012, when Drydocks used a'Decree 57'to
restructure and extend the maturities of the
U5$2.2 billion loan.

Under that previous restructuring a U5$800
million senior facility was put in place that had
an August 2017 maturity and a U5$1.5 billion
junior tranche.

Dubai Drydocks' US$800 million senior
debt tranche was trading in the low '90s after
completion of the latest restructuring, up from
79.75 on 2 )anuary.

Dissenting lenders
Two lenders, Mashreqbank and National Bank

of Fujaira, opposed the transaction. To deal
with this, the company commenced a

Decree 57 corporate voluntary arrangement
(CVA) process in Dubai, with a parallel scheme
of arrangement in the UK.

The opposing lenders ultimately withdrew
their opposition and signed the lock-up
agreement, meaning that 100 per cent
consent was obtained. This meant the CVA
and scheme weren't needed after all.

Ryan Beckwith, a restructuring partner with
Freshfields who helped represent the bank
lenders, commented:

"The transaction is part of
a wider pattern of restruc-
turings and refinancings in
the region and we are
actively advisin g borrowers,
lenders and shareholders on
these deals right across our
four offices in the tdiddle
East, London and beyond.
We expect to see further
restrueturing and refinancinq
activi§ in the region in 2CI18."

Moelis provided financiat advice to the two
largest lenders. The Moelis team was led by

Charles Noel-Johnson, managing direetor,
Rohan Choudhary, executive director, and
Akshat Mathur, associate.

These lenders were represented by
Freshfields, led by Ryan Beckwith, partnei
Jenna Willis, associate, and Adam Jones,
associate.

The company
Dubai Drydocks was represented by Clifford
Chance, led by Mark Hyde, consultant,

The largest lenders Melissa Coakley, senior associate, and
Christopher Poel, associate.

Financial adviser was Citigroup.

The agents
The loan agents were represented by Allen
& Overy led by Michael Duncan, partner,
Nicholas Charlwood, senior associate, and

Matthew Kimber, associate.

The purchaier
DP World was represented by Linklaters, led

by Kieron Zaman. a finance partner in
Dubai.
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